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Introduction
BITLIVE is a DeFi crypto-currency Token that is hosted on BSC Scan

Blockchain - BEP 20 . BITLIVE has a substantial Ecosystem around

which includes Launchpad, Swap Exchange, Defi Ecosystem, NFT

Marketplace, Gamefi, Exchange, utility and many other components

to make the BITLIVE Network more efficient. So, BITLIVE is the

most important part of the BITLIVE ecosystem.



The primary goal of BITLIVE (ticker: BLC) is to maximize the 
benefits of blockchain technology by introducing Non-
Fungible Tokens, incentivizing holders, and developing 
decentralized and centralized trading platforms. As a result, 
by creating a smooth, balanced, and robust ecosystem, users 
will be able to seamlessly move between different 
blockchain spheres within one forum.

MISSION
To try on unlocking BITLIVE potential and making BITLIVE easy to use.

To make BITLIVE marketplace with global reach.

To provide attention to the financial profits and safety of every single stakeholder.

To facilitatetheabilityof buyer-seller to transacta wallet in themost secure way.

VISION



Transactions on the BSC Scan Blockchain technology at Very Less Cost. BSC Scan does not impose a fee for asset transfers. It
assists sellers and buyers through its free transactions, promotes, and provides the optimal business environment. Rapid
transactions The network can handle up to 2000 transactions per second. Scalability and the potential to revolutionize
online media are encouraged by such transactional capacity. This is a major accomplishment compared to Ethereum (25
transactions) or BITLIVE (3-6 transactions). Creates dApps On the network, you can create dApps. You can earn digital assets by
creating a dApp on the network and offering content on it. These can be in regular BSC Scan you created BSC Scan backs that. As
a result, you may be compensated for your efforts in developing the app and its content. If you don't want to create your own
dApps, you can still browse through the vast collection already created.

Benefits of B SC Scan( Blockchain )

BITLIVE has a solid reputation in the cryptocurrency world. The amount of money spent by the company on security and
the personnel it has hired demonstrates this. As with other cryptocurrencies, because it is a decentralized network, the
individual bears a significant responsibility for safeguarding their CRYPTOs. In terms of the network as a whole, there has yet to
be a security breach.

Safe



Seeing as cryptocurrencies are decentralized and not controlled by banks, they require a way to

verify transactions. Proof of stake is a popular method (PoS). Proof of stake is a consensus mechanism

for cryptocurrencies. By staking their cryptos, cryptocurrency owners can check new transactions and add

them to the Blockchain. This method replaces proof of work, the first cryptocurrency consensus

mechanism. Proof of stake has grown in popularity as concerns about the environmental impact

of crypto mining have grown. Proof of stake is critical for cryptocurrency investors. These are some

examples of cryptocurrencies that use it. Owners of a cryptocurrency can stake cryptos and create

their own validator nodes using the proof-of-stake model. Staking is the act of pledging your cryptos

to be used for transaction verification. They are locked while you stake your cryptos, but you

can unstack them if you want to trade them. When a block of transactions is ready to be

processed, the proof-ofstake protocol for the cryptocurrency selects a validator node to review the

block. The validator verifies the accuracy of the block's transactions. If this is the case, they add the

block to the Blockchain and receive cryptocurrency as a reward for their efforts. If a validator

proposes adding a block with incorrect information, they will be penalized by losing some of their staked

holdings.

Proof of stake



Zero Human Factor :-

The human factor is not taken into consideration. The smart contract is not dependent on anyone, and there is
no way to prevent the platform from functioning.

Decentralization :-

Instead of having managers or administrators in charge, there are only creators who are members of the 
community on the platform, just like everyone else.

Instant Transactions :-

Profits earned by other members are transferred directly into your personal wallet. There is no hoarding in the
system, and all of your earnings are yours to keep.

Transparency and Anonymity :-
Because the smart contract code is public, anyone can view the complete history of all transactions. This 
ensures that the conditions  are  pure  and  that  the  platform  statistics  are accurate.

W h y BITLIVE ?



You can earn money in BITLIVE by opening new accounts with certain financial institutions and
participating in the digital CRYPTO-based economy supported by bonuses. These bonuses will not
end here; instead, you will be able to earn from various other offers based on your investment and
profit.

Digital fundraising may also benefit from Blockchain, as charities can receive contributions in a
safe, transparent, and worldwide manner without having to pay currency exchange commissions.
Donations to charitable organizations on BITLIVE will be accepted, and they will be handled
securely and transparently for the benefit of those who make them.

Charity

Bonus



Name BITLIVE

Short Name BLC

Maximum Supply 10,00,000

Technology Stack BEP-20

Allocationof BITLIVE

Smart Contract Address :    
0x64e3d86998758cdc6b1f316583e3e13fef9dc4d8
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Q3 2023
Whitepaper
we will provide statistics diagrams & facts by using Whitepaper So that interested investors can get important information.
Staking program launch
For CRYPTO holders,it is a way of earning rewards by staking BITLIVE
Listing on secure platforms like pancake swap,

Q4 2023
1. Listing on CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko Processing
2. Listing on CoinsBIT / Cryptoforce ( https://cryptoforce.in/ ) Processing
3. Listing on AZBIT Exchange (  https://azbit.com/ )  in December 2023
4.       Listing on PanCakeSwap in 2023

Q1 2024
IDO,IGO & NFT
1. We will launch IDO ,IGO & NFT launchpad for launching new CRYPTOs, crypto projects, and raising liquidity.
2. BITLIVE SWAP
Using this user can swap and operate their CRYPTO very easily & get rewards for every swap.
3. Listing Completed on CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko in January 2024

Roadmap

https://cryptoforce.in/
https://azbit.com/


Q2 2024
1. NFT marketplace
This will help user to Buy & Sell their unique digital assets.
2. Blindbox Sell
Our first game NFT Blindbox will introduce for sell.
3. NFT staking program
For NFT holders,it is a way of earning rewards for holding NFT.
4. BITLIVE Gaming Platform
Here more excitement will come to BITLIVE community & play to earn game will start.

Q3 2024
1. New Road Map Will provide by BITLIVE  including Trading exchange, Freelance platform, BITLIVE Own 
Exchange, Metalending Platform , BITLIVE Blockchain & many more project.
2. Listing  on ByBit, Binance .
3. Solar Charging Station implementation  will be the First Step to enhance the Green Energy for a better Future of 
Mankind.

Roadmap



Gaming Industry In
the year 2022, a pandemic-stricken world turned to games to get through the difficult times. 
In-game accessories brought in billions of dollars for many top gaming companies in 2022 
and 2023. The gaming industry was worth US 1 Million in 2022; Trans Perfect and many 
other global institutions believe that by 2024, it will have doubled to US 100 Million.
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BITLIVE is more than just a tool of 
payment on Metaverse that offers all  
kinds of human daily and social activities. 
BITLIVE is created for and powered by the 
Smart Cities of the New World. To explain 
the Metaverse universe in one sentence, 
it is a 3D cyber-real life hybrid platform 
that brings real life and more together 
with the entire internet.

BITLIVE is a Crypto payment tool for Smart Cities and their residents at 
Metaverse events and organizations. As BITLIVE , we attach importance to the 
Metaverse and plan to prepare surprises for BITLIVE Holders for payments 
made with BITLIVE (BLC) on this new universe.



CommunityandEcosystem
The BITLIVE ecosystem comprises the following key components:
1. Staking and Locking:
To incentivize early supporters, we have introduced a staking and locking feature, providing holders with a highly 
effective way to earn more BITLIVE.
2. BITLIVE Swap:
BITLIVE Swap is a cross-chain decentralized exchange protocol based on the AMM mechanism. It allows users to 
exchange different types of cryptocurrencies within their decentralized wallets and earn transaction fees by providing 
liquidity.
3. BITLIVE NFT:
BITLIVE will launch NFTs based on diverse cat avatar concepts, enabling holders to participate in DAO and community 
governance.
4. BITLIVE LOTTO:
With an innovative and provably fair blockchain drawing mechanism, BITLIVE AI Lottery offers exciting gameplay and 
substantial lottery prizes.
5. BITLIVE DAO (Coming Soon):
In order to decentralize leadership and foster community participation, BITLIVE plans to distribute decision- making 
authority across various committees and task forces, focusing on areas such as social media presence, charity 
initiatives, blockchain development, and crypto education.
6. BITLIVE AI Education (Coming Soon):
By leveraging the CHATGPT kernel, we are developing BITLIVE AI Education, an intelligent AI pet cat with voice 
interactions, focusing on children's education and knowledge transfer.



Risk Disclaimer
Before investing in and participating in the BITLIVE project, please consider the following risk factors:
1. Market Risk : The cryptocurrency market is highly volatile and unpredictable. CRYPTO prices can be influenced by various factors, 
including market demand, competition, regulatory changes, and more. Investors should carefully assess the risks and make decisions 
based on their risk tolerance.
2. Technology Risk : Blockchain technology carries certain technological risks, including but not limited to network attacks, smart 
contract vulnerabilities, and security issues. We will implement appropriate security measures to protect BITLIVE's technical
infrastructure, but risks cannot be completely eliminated.
3.Legal and Compliance Risk : The cryptocurrency industry is subject to regulatory oversight in different countries, posing compliance 
risks. We will collaborate with legal experts, comply with applicable laws and regulations, and strive to ensure the compliance of the 
BITLIVE project. However, the legal environment can change at any time, which may impact the project.

4. Execution Risk :Despite our best efforts to drive the implementation of the BITLIVE project, there are still execution

risks.The project's success relies on the team's capabilities, market acceptance, and other factors. Investors should

acknowledge that various challenges and uncertainties may arise during the project execution process.

5. Crowdfunding Risk : BITLIVE's issuance and distribution will be conducted through crowdfunding. Investors may

face risks during the crowdfunding process, including but not limited to fund security and the project's inability to meet

expected goals. Investors should carefully assess the investment amount and understand the associated risks.

The above risk factors serve as examples, and actual risk factors may be more complex and diverse. Investors should

independently evaluate the risks before participating in the BITLIVE project and make informed decisions based on their

own circumstances.



Visit Us:

Get More Updates on our social media channels :

https://t.me/Bitliveofficialchannel

https://t.me/Bitliveofficialchannel



